
 
Town of Blandford 

 
Planning Board Hearing 

 
DG Northeast/Rolling Potato Solar, 89 Chester Road 

 
November 6, 2019 

 

 

Present: Rick Barnard, Paul Martin, Edna Wilander, Michael Hutchins, Sarah Simpson 
   
Mike Petrin – VHB 
Eric Weiss - PVPC 
 
OPEN HEARING –6:30 PM 
 
Edna read the legal notice. 
 
Rick read ground rules of the meeting, introduced all parties at the table, and stated purpose of meeting. 
 
Joe Hamel of DG Massachusetts Solar.  Presented plans on 24” x 36” prints.  
5 MW AC on Martins property. 
 
Site plan page 4 is proposed.  Fixed panels face south surrounded by fence.  Outlined basics of plan. 
Confirmed that offset of 100’ is compliant.  Stated landscaping plan (L101) includes vegetation. 
 
Adding 6’ evergreens spaced 8’ apart and staggered for visual obstruction of field. 
 
Sarah asked if 6’ trees will be sufficient coverage.  Joe confirmed that should be fine as will mature and 
will be 15-20’ high.  Sarah asked Joe if anyone has stood at property line and visually inspected vantage 
point? Joe advised no.   Kelton Kelly, civil engineer stated visited the site and stated that solar field is on a 
Southward slope so may see tip of panel but based upon ridge should not see array. 
 
Michael Hutchins addressed elevation and addition of height of panels and stated that 6’ tree won’t block 
view of panels, especially looking up the hill.  Kelton Kelley stated vantage point will be blocked because 
of proximity to the trees, stated closer to the edge of the road, the more the vantage point would be 
blocked. 
 
Michael mentioned town bylaw sec 835 and 10’ requirement would probably still see panels.  Stated 
probably won’t see the panels on the downside or the front slope, but at top of hill will see a lot of panels 
there and based upon trees proposed (black hill spruce – which grow at about 6” per year) even in 5 years 
there wouldn’t be maximum coverage.  Kelton offered rendering. 
 
Rick asked about building a berm.  Joe answered that it is not cost effective to the project as berm can be 
very expensive.  Kelton also confirmed more disturbance to soil and land to avoid erosion concerns. 
 
Michael stated he wanted to understand vantage point in 5 years and would like to see rendering. 



 
Michael also stated that curious about NW side with abutting property.  Stated that in summer (with 
foliage bearing trees) visual impact would be lessened, but once winter comes there would be no foliage  
coverage for abutter.  Michael suggested extending the tree planting to corner to assist with visual 
coverage. Joe stated that it should not be a problem to extend plantings. 
 
Paul mentioned that he has noticed solar field on Southampton Road and mentioned that he didn’t realize 
the solar field was there due to fencing. Joe asked if chain link with slatting, Paul stated it looks like a 
black vinyl fence. 
 
Michael mentioned proposed fence with canvas. Kelton Kelley confirmed that would be during 
construction but stated that one of the solutions used in the past for additional screening is a fence with 
slats.   
 
Rick opened comments to the public. 
 
Don Brainerd, voiced support of project but wanted to address concern in choice of trees. Stated that rule 
of thumb is to plant a mix of species. He suggested to add pine and hemlock.  
 
 
Dick Meczywor asked of town passed moratorium on solar projects.  Rick confirmed that this project was 
proposed and applied for prior to moratorium.  Confirmed application was dated July 30, 2019 and 
moratorium was passed August 5, 2019.   
 
Mr. Meczywor asked what PB was doing to protect residents against solar projects. Rick advised that PB 
is meeting through winter to revamp bylaws to be more concise.   
 
Mr. Meczywor stated that solar projects are industrial facilities being placed on land zoned as residential 
and agricultural.   Edna stated that land is agricultural property and believes that situation is mandated by 
state legislature, not town. 
 
Eric addressed Mr. Meczywor and stated two steps that will occur as far as the zoning bylaw changes.  
Any application received during moratorium will be set aside, and that PB will be working with consultant 
to draft bylaws to address issues of cutting, clearing, and compensation etc.  Eric went on to say that you 
can’t write a bylaw that says you can’t build anything, but you can write a bylaw that is sufficiently 
restrictive to limit the number of projects that happen on prime land.   We can’t stop what has already 
occurred but can help define what happens in the future. 
 
Jason Savage and Linda Duprey, abutters, stated clear unobstructed view of solar field at this time and that 
their property is below solar field. Voiced concerns for screening and drainage.  
 
Joe Hamel responded to Mr. Savage’s concern regarding screening by reaffirming intention to plant 
additional trees, beyond what current plan shows.  Joe deferred to Kelton Kelley, civil engineer for project 
to address drainage. 
 
Mr. Kelley stated that drainage from site should continue to drain as it always has as not adding any 
impervious aspects (roads, pathways, etc.) only panels, which are considered disconnected impervious.  In 



essence, water that runs off of panels will be able to run off and penetrate grass> water will still go into 
ground, just has one more step to take before it does.  Drainage should not be impacted at all. 
 
Mr. Savage asked why drainage being addressed on another part of property.  Mr. Kelley advised because 
the project added aggregate road where equipment pads are. Equipment pads are on concrete slabs.  Road 
is gravel and considered connected impervious <rainwater can no longer absorb directly into surface>. 
Drainage control at other location is capturing water to control release rate. 
 
Lloyd Martin, land owner, stated decision to go with solar has been tough.  Said can’t turn a plow in field, 
all you will do is turn up rocks.  He addressed concern for view of field saying it’s a nice view, but the 
field is not viable for any other use without massive expense.  He said it’s time to look at new options for 
the land. He feels that solar is a clean, renewable energy source and feels it is the best use for the field.   
 
Discussion ensued about visual impact of cell towers and the fact that Mr. Martin has a cell tower on his 
land as well.  Mr. Martin finalized statement by stating that it’s his land, and if he’s able to profit from it, 
why shouldn’t he do so. 
 
Mr. Savage then cited that the clearance of the trees has caused wildlife to move to closer proximity to his 
home.  Ms. Duprey stated that she had rarely had bear on her property and that since the additional 
clearance of land, that she has had the constant presence and is having to chase them off. 
 
Paul made comments to DG Northeast being mindful about boulder piles being removed from site.  He 
also commented that the amount of the decommissioning fee of the project should be raised.   
 
Joe stated that proposed decommissioning fee was based upon prior projects with same output, but offered 
to raise if Board deemed it necessary. 
 
Clarifying conversation ensued pertaining to (7 MW) DC vs (4.7 MW) AC. Paul asked if 
decommissioning fee was based upon AC or DC wattage. Joe confirmed measured by AC output. 
 
Paul stated that the property is being leased from Martins and feels that there should be some kind of 
protection, and asked if DG Northeast would consider raising the decommissioning fee.  Joe stated that 
George Millard solar was same scenario, leased from property owner.  Rick raised the point that the panels 
are a different mount model (pile driven vs. ballasts). Joe reiterated that he would raise fee if Board felt 
that it was necessary.  Paul suggested a raise to $200,000. 
 
Michael wanted to revisit runoff near the Savage/Duprey property again.  Kelton Kelley stated that from 
3S section (Northern point) should not have any change due to not adding impervious points.  Mike Petrin 
stated that he would suggest that there be 3 analysis points for the evaluation.  Mr. Kelley advised that he 
would provide for review and proper verification of drainage to Mike Petrin. 
 
Resident of North Street (name unavailable) stated that she would like to support the Martins and the 
neighbors.  Stated that she is concerned for traffic and speeding, as well as access by construction 
vehicles.  She feels the Board should plan ahead for the town.  Rick again addressed that the Board is 
working with the bylaw revisions for that very reason. 
 
Michael responded to resident stating that he lives on Chester Road and has seen the construction vehicles. 
Michael stated that he just moved to Blandford, did so to move to the country, and that is part of the 



reason that he joined the Planning Board; to assist in rewriting the bylaws.  He acknowledged that the 
bylaws need to be rewritten, but confirmed that they also have to be approved by State Attorney General 
to be put into place officially.  Stated that the Board is working through the winter to rewrite the bylaws to 
protect the town going forward.  He said we are ‘stuck with’ solar fields that are in place or being 
constructed prior to moratorium due to current bylaws, but that going forward we can try to make changes.   
 
Joe stated that DG Northeast is there in an effort to work with the town, versus strong arming and forcing.  
He cited concessions of additional screening toward the Savage/Duprey property.  He also stated that they 
are trying to help Mr. Martin utilize his property in a way that will benefit him.   
 
Joe addressed the citizens concern of traffic stating that he can’t speak to other developers that she may be 
dealing with at this time on other projects, but stated that he can add a provision to the plan that his project 
will abide by all traffic laws and that if there is a complaint raised by a neighbor that a call would be able 
to be placed immediately to the on-site construction manager to be addressed and rectified immediately. 
 
Another resident (name unavailable) raised the question of placement of the panels and asked if they had 
to encroach upon the abutters property as proposed or if DG Northeast could reduce number of panels to 
allow more space between project and abutters.  Joe responded that panel array design is to achieve the 
desired output submitted to the utility and that size allows them to absorb costs imposed by project, and 
that the project is compliant with all bylaws as of the proposal date. 
 
Resident asked if panels are constructed of a material that will cause any kind of toxicity due to rain 
runoff.  Joe confirmed that it is an encapsulated panel with a glass exterior. 
 
Mr. Meczywor asked if there would be batteries maintained on site.  Joe confirmed that there are.  Mr. 
Meczywor expressed concern. Joe confirmed that his company has potentially the very extensive 
experience and is providing the property safety measured.  Mr. Meczywor asked if fire department is 
trained in dealing with batteries.  Rick confirmed yes, fire department has received training. 
 
Linda Duprey, abutter, asked how long project would take.  Joe confirmed 4-5 months for construction, 
but once constructed would be low maintenance.  Ms. Duprey asked about seasonality of construction. Joe 
advised it would be a summer build.  Ms. Duprey expressed displeasure at construction during summer 
hours.  Joe specified that it would be M-F 8-5 and reduced hours on Saturday. 
 
Rick requested that Mike Petrin address his recommendations.   
 
Mike said he would highlight important points.  
 
Two requested waivers:  plan scale and traffic study.  Mike cited that it was agreed that DG Northeast 
would concede to conditions.  Mike suggested making them a part of the special conditions for approval. 
 
Mike reviewed his comments pertaining to information needing to be contained within the actual site plan 
(callouts). 
 
Name of system installer needs to be provided – Mike recommended that it be part of special conditions. 
 
 



Mike recommended that the Board request that all of the information submitted be revised and 
resubmitted as final documentation that correlates to each other.  He also recommended that the Board 
request DG Northeast to respond to the stormwater related comments and supply the documentation 
needed to satisfy each comment. 
 
Rick reiterated that all information needs to be in finalized format for approval.   
 
It was motioned by Paul to increase the decommissioning bond to $200,000.  Seconded by Edna. 
Unanimously approved. 
 
Sarah moved to continue the hearing to December 4 at 6:30 PM. Edna seconded. Voted unanimously.   
 
Meeting continued 7:30 PM 
 
 
 

BLANDFORD PLANNING BOARD MEETING 
 

November 6, 2019 
 
 
Meeting Opened 7:45 
 
   
10/2/19 PB hearing and meeting minutes and 10/7/19 emergency PB meeting minutes. 
 
Edna moved to accept 10/2/19 minutes as written. Sarah seconded. Voted unanimously. 
Paul moved to accept the 10/7/19 emergency minutes as written. Sarah seconded. Voted unanimously. 
 
 
John Bianco, Plot Plan: dividing property of 18 acres, non-conforming lot (unable to be developed). 
Board reviewed, approved, and signed all plan documents. 
 
Board officially welcomed new member Michael Hutchins. 
 
DG Solar 2 minor print revisions.  Changed from two cement pads to one and added additional panels.  
Minimalistic changes.  Paul moved to approve the changes, Edna seconded.  Board voted unanimously. 
 
Rick expressed concern about inspections and wanted to ensure that Mike Petrin is kept in the loop.  
Board confirmed that Michael Petrin has made site visit at end of October/early November and has not 
been billed. Rick stipulated that as long as Mike approves reports and makes one final site visit just prior 
to completion of project would be fine. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Bylaws 
 
Rick asked for comments re: the RFP.  Discussion ensued regarding process and candidates received. 
 
Edna moved to bring Paul Bobrowski to meet with Board on 11/20 for potential contract signature. 
Michael seconded.  Voted unanimously. 
 
Waiting on approval from AG for moratorium on solar.  Should have decision from AG in December.  
 
Sarah moved to meet twice a month for bylaw work.  Michael seconded. Voted unanimously. 
 
 
Sarah moved to close the meeting.  Edna seconded.  Voted unanimously.  Meeting closed at 9:00. 
 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Sarah Simpson, Secretary 


